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wire system. The L.C.C., when rather tardily it electrified its
trams,1 put in the far more expensive underground conduit
system, and thereby helped to create financial difficulties for
their future. But all the City and West End remained tramless,
and till 1905 the only public street vehicles in the principal
London streets were horse-omnibuses averaging but little over
four miles per hour. To pass from electrified Manchester or
Liverpool to the horse-drawn capital was to go back from a
later to an earlier world. In 1905, however, the first motor-
omnibuses appeared in London. They speedily drove the horse-
omnibuses away, and the monopoly which they enjoyed of the
rich and tramless central thoroughfares enabled them to hold
their own, though their working costs remained excessive com-
pared to those of trolley trams. The year 1905 was indeed
eventful for metropolitan transport; for it also saw the opening
of the Bakerloo and Piccadilly tubes, and the partial electrifica-
tion of the shallow underground railways, till then worked
throughout by steam. Within a few years local travelling in
London became, as it never was in the nineteenth century, really
rapid and convenient; but it remained much costlier than any-
where else.
These changes in urban transport had an almost instant effect
on housing. They enabled people to live farther from the
centres. Soon after 1900 a building boom sprang up on the
outskirts of towns, and continued till 1910. The resulting move-
ment of population was really a great social phenomenon. Seen
in nearly all towns, it benefited the largest most, and London
most of all. Charles Booth's great survey of the metropolitan
working-class had barely completed its last volume, when its
account of the distribution of the people became rapidly obso-
lete. The effect on the congested inner slums of east, south, and
north London was like the draining of marshes. It is true that
the movement went by layers, and when Poplar transferred to
East Ham, Walworth to Wandsworth, or North Camberwell to
Lewisham, the places left vacant might be filled from more
central and crowded areas; true also, that the new houses (except
those built by municipalities or trusts) took the best-off and not
1 It began with those in south London, and did not run any by electricity north
of the Thames till about the middle of 1905. The northern terminals of the southern
lines remained completely disconnected, through the refusal of the house of lords
to permit trams over the bridges or on the embankment. The lords maintained
this refusal till 1906.

